Y5600  THE YIN AND YANG OF MR. GO  (USA, 1970)

Credits: director, Burgess Meredith; writers, Burgess Meredith, Robert H. Oliver (i.e. Dick Randall)
Cast: Jeff Bridges, Robert Cabot, Broderick Crawford, James Mason, Irene Tsu, Peter Lynd Hayes, Jack MacGowran.
Summary: Adventure film set in contemporary Hong Kong. Mr. Y. Y. Go (Mason) is a mildly nefarious half-Chinese half-Mexican crime kingpin. Nero Finnegan (Bridges) is a Vietnam War deserter who lives by sponging off Tah-Ling (Tsu) his dancer girlfriend. Mr. Go is out to steal an anti-missile laser invented by Robert Bannister (Hayes). Nero gets involved in Go’s blackmail plot aimed at Bannister. Leo Zimmerman (MacGowran) is a CIA agent/joyce scholar sent to recover Bannister and his laser. The raw footage of the film was seized by the producers before Meredith could finish editing it. It was recut and distributed with odd film, animation, and the character played by Broderick Crawford added.
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